The structural paradigm known as tensegrity allows for algorithmic approaches to designing telescopes for minimal mass while reducing the energy required to meet the shape control requirements.
Figure 1. Parabolic tensegrity rigid structure.
that were traditionally reachable only by large, inaccurate computations. These optimization problems minimized mass subject to yield constraints for five different boundary conditions (cantilever bending, simply-supported bending, compressive loads, tensile loads, and torsional loads). Since any loaded structure (e.g., bridge, building, telescope) has components that are exposed to one or more of these types of loads (bending, compression, or tension), these analytical results provide insight into the efficient design of more complex structures.
The second contribution of these results 1 is the notion of optimal complexity. For each of the five fundamental problems cited above, there is an optimal complexity, q (the number of elements in the final structure), associated with each design. If one uses more or fewer than q cables and bars, the required mass will be larger. The number q of components, which have to be connected, also relates to construction costs, providing an additional insight for the design.
We have designed three systems whose mass savings have been calculated: a footbridge (for architects in Switzerland) that has one third the mass of traditional designs; a wing design that
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10.1117/2.1201302.004699 Page 2/2 is 30% lighter than the best existing wings; and a parabolic telescope design that is less than one fifth the mass of a previous traditional truss design. Figure 1 shows our latest parabolic tensegrity telescope concept. We believe this is the first tensegrity structure (other than a simple unit 1 ) that has no soft modes (i.e., it is stiff in all directions). By adjusting the tension of certain prestressed cables, one can maintain a parabolic shape for all positions of the telescope. We are now deriving the optimal complexity for this minimalmass telescope.
The control of cable tensions requires feedback information such as force transducers in certain tension and compressive components of the structure. The design of the control algorithm should minimize the energy that would be required to suppress vibrations below a specified level and to keep the parabolic shape errors below optical tolerances. The grand challenge before us is to design a structure with minimal mass that also requires the smallest control energy to meet the performance requirements. This will be among the first attempts to truly integrate the design of structure and control rather than the traditional approach of designing the control only after the structure is determined. This integration of the control and structure design disciplines will certainly be required to meet the more stringent demands of future design challenges. Achieving this integrated approach is the focus of our ongoing research.
